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 Photodynamic therapy (PDT) involves generation of Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) by the irradiation 

of a photosensitizer. Controlled and targeted release of ROS by a photosensitizer is crucial in PDT. For 

achieving controlled generation of ROS, a ZnSe/ZnS quantum dots (QDs) donor and protoporphyrin IX 

(Pp IX) acceptor based fluorescence resonance energy transfer (FRET) probe is reported here. The QDs 10 

and Pp IX are assembled either by direct conjugation or through DNA hybridization. Complementary 

DNA strands are individually conjugated to the QDs and Pp IX by amide coupling. Due to the overlap of 

the emission spectrum of QDs and the absorption spectrum of Pp IX, efficient transfer of energy from QD 

to Pp IX was observed in both the cases. The FRET efficiency was quantitatively evaluated by steady-

state and time-resolved spectroscopy and compared between QD-Pp IX direct conjugate and QD-DNA-15 

Pp IX assembly at various donor to acceptor ratio. Since a single QD can harbor multiple number of Pp 

IX-DNA counterpart through DNA hybridization, FRET efficiency was found to increase with the 

increase in the number of Pp IX acceptors. ROS generation from Pp IX was studied for the FRET pairs 

and was found to be affected by the irradiation time of the QD donor.  

1.   Introduction20 

In biomedical research, there is a constant effort to combine 

diagnostics with therapy. While the diagnostics elements ensure 

early detection, simultaneous therapy provides instant remedy 

and thus minimizes future complications by saving invaluable 

time.1 The main goal of such research is to develop small probes 25 

with high selectivity, stability and capacity to detect ailments 

and deliver the right dosage of drug in the desired tissues at the 

same time.2  In this aspect, semiconductor quantum dots (QDs) 

have received significant recognition in biomedical research, in 

particular as the diagnostics handle for molecular sensing and 30 

cellular imaging.3-5 The size and material dependent properties 

of semiconductor QDs have been used successfully in 

biosensing, immunoassay, drug delivery, thin film solar cell, 

light emitting diode, as laser materials and others.6-9 Multicolour 

imaging and cancer targeting using QDs have also been 35 

reported.10-12 One of the less researched and scarcely explored 

areas of the application of QDs is their uses in 

photosensitization for Photodynamic therapy (PDT) of cancer. 

PDT has been successful in addressing certain types of cancer 

including esophageal cancer and non-small cell lung cancer.13, 14 40 

The FDA approved photosensitizers (PS) Photofrin®, 5-

aminolevulinic acid (5-ALA), a precursor of Protoporphyrin (Pp 

IX) have been used to generate Reactive Oxygen Species (ROS) 

upon irradiation.15, 16 The ROS kills the cancer cells following 

their accumulation in the concerned tissues.  45 

    The use of QDs in PDT can be very advantageous since apart 

from being a photobleaching resistant detection probe, it enables 

the use of a wavelength where the photosensitizer does not 

absorb, thus offering flexibility to utilize variable excitation 

wavelengths to activate the photosensitizer molecule.17 CdSe 50 

QDs when excited have been shown to excite phthalocyanine 

photosensitizer (Pc4) by FRET to generate ROS.18 Generation 

of singlet oxygen on excitation at 488 nm via thiol-capped CdTe 

QDs-sulfonated aluminum phthalocyanine composites have also 

been reported.19  55 

    One potential shortcomings of Cd based QDs for biological 

application is the toxicity issue20 and PDT is no exception. In 

PDT, the toxicity of the donor and the photosensitizer in the 

absence of light is strictly unwarranted. DNA strand breakage 

and damage have also been observed in plasmids 60 

photosensitized by CdSe−ZnS QDs, that may limit their uses in 

PDT.21 Previous studies have shown that engineered 

nanoparticles like carbon nanotubes (CNT), silver nanoparticles, 

CdSe QDs and TiO2 nanoparticles can also cause lung damage 

by inflammatory effects when used as carrier of PS in PDT.22, 23 65 

    Apart from the criterion that needs to be fulfilled for an ideal 

donor in PDT applications including photostability and toxicity 

issue, it is important that the PDT system be well targeted for 

in-vivo applications. Targeting of therapeutic drugs is often 

done by attaching a biological entity to the drug molecule, 70 
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which can recognize its counterpart and accumulate in the 

region of interest.24 This minimizes side effects, favorably 

modify the dose rate and increase drug efficacy.25, 26 It is well 

known that cancer cells are deficient in antioxidative defense 

system and hence are highly vulnerable to ROS.27, 28 In PDT, the 5 

main concept is ROS generation and subsequent cancer cell 

destruction through it. However, excess ROS generation can 

have several side effects, whereby healthy cells can be affected. 

Thus, controlled and targeted release of ROS by PS is the 

essential need of PDT. Targeting of PDT systems with 10 

antibodies and homing peptides have been reported.29-31 It 

remains to be seen whether the attaching of targeting biological 

entity to the donor/photosensitizer, compromises the efficiency 

of the PDT system or lead to controlled and sustained ROS 

generation.          15 

 Herein, we report the generation of ROS from Pp IX, where 

the excitation of the same is achieved by FRET from the 

ZnSe/ZnS QDs (scheme 1). Further, a comparative study of the 

efficiency of ROS generation for various systems consisting of 

the QDs and Pp IX is presented. The ROS generation from free 20 

QDs and Pp IX system (individually or in mixtures) in solution 

are compared with QD-Pp IX covalent conjugate (QD 

covalently attached to Pp IX), QD-DNA, and Pp IX-DNA 

individually or self-assembled by DNA hybridization. Single 

strand DNA (ssDNA) was attached to QDs by amide coupling. 25 

Similar chemistry was also used for covalent attachment of Pp 

IX to ssDNA that is complementary to the DNA sequence used 

to link with the QDs. Controlled and proportional release of 

ROS in the case of QD-DNA-Pp IX assembly was observed.  

    The self-recognition property of DNA has been used to 30 

assemble the QD-DNA and Pp IX-DNA conjugates. Our study 

shows that DNA can be used as a self-assembling molecule, 

whereby FRET efficiency can be modulated by careful choice of 

the sequence length. Moreover, deliberate choice of the 

sequence of DNA can provide the targeting handle, as in the 35 

case of protein recognition by DNA aptamer sequences.32 
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Scheme 1: Scheme for conjugation of DNA with QD and Pp IX and 50 

subsequent generation of ROS from Pp IX by FRET from QD 

conjugated through DNA assembly. 

 

 

2.   Experimental Section  55 

2.1.   Material and Methods 

Selenium powder, sodium borohydride, N, N-

dimethylformamide (DMF), Pp IX, dihydrorhodamine 123 

(DHR 123) and 5’-amine terminated (C6 linker) oligonucleotide 

DNA (12mer) were purchased from Sigma Aldrich. Zinc acetate 60 

dihydrate (Zn (OAc)2•2H2O), L-glutathione (GSH), 3-

mercaptopropionic acid (MPA), N-hydroxysuccinimide (NHS) 

and 1-(3-dimethylaminopropyl) -3-ethylcarbodiimide 

hydrochloride (EDC.HCl) were obtained from Alfa Aesar. All 

chemicals were used as received. Nanopure water from 65 

Millipore was used in all experiments. 

2.2.   Synthesis of ZnSe/ZnS Core/Shell Quantum dots 

ZnSe/ZnS QDs were synthesized by the reaction of zinc acetate 

and sodium hydrogen selenide. Sodium hydrogen selenide was 

prepared by dissolving NaBH4 (15 mg, 0.4 mmol) in 1 ml of ice 70 

cold water, followed by addition of Se powder (16 mg, 0.2 

mmol) under a nitrogen atmosphere. Zn(OAc)2•2H2O (44 mg, 

0.2 mmol) and L-glutathione (123 mg, 0.4 mmol) were 

dissolved in 50 ml water and the pH of resulting solution was 

adjusted to 10.5. The reaction mixture was deaerated and 500 µl 75 

of NaHSe (0.1 mmol) was added to the reaction mixture and 

exposed to microwave irradiation at 120 °C for 10 min in a 

Biotage Microwave reactor. MPA (106 mg, 1 mmol) and Zn 

(OAc)2•2H2O (55 mg, 0.25 mmol) was added to the ZnSe (0.05 

mmol) core solution at pH 10.5 for shelling and again exposed 80 

to microwave irradiation at 120 °C for 10 min. QDs were 

purified by using excess of ethanol followed by centrifugation 

to remove unconjugated ligands . 

. 

2.3.   Dynamic light scattering (DLS) studies 85 

Hydrodynamic radii of QDs were measured by dynamic light 

scattering on a DelsaTM Nano particle analyzer (Beckman 

Coulter). A solution of QDs was filtered through 0.2 micron 

filters for light scattering experiments. A total of 5-

accumulation numbers with 75 s duration were used for data 90 

acquisition and all measurements were repeated for 5 times.  

2.4.   Conjugation of QD with Pp IX 

EDC solution (5 µL, 10 µM) was added to Pp IX (5 µL, 1 nM) 

solution in DMF followed by the addition of NHS solution (10 

µL, 20 µM). The reaction mixture was thoroughly mixed and 95 

allowed to stand at room temperature for 1h. To this solution, 

QDs (20 µL, 1 nM) were added and the reaction was heated at 

55 ºC overnight. The excess of EDC and NHS were removed as 

the supernatant after centrifugation at 10,000 rpm. A total of 

four reactions were done by varying the concentration of Pp IX 100 

from 1 nM to 4 nM. 

 2.5.   Conjugation of QD and Pp IX with DNA and self-

assembly 

Carboxyl terminated QDs (20 µL, 1 nM) was activated by EDC 

(10 µL, 10 µM) and NHS (20 µL, 20 µM) in 20 µl of 1:1 ethanol 105 

(50 %): sodium phosphate buffer (200 mM) at pH 6 with 

occasional sonication for a few seconds. The solution was 

centrifuged at 14,000 rpm for 10 min and the supernatant was 

discarded. The resulting pellets were washed with water, 
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followed by the addition of of amine terminated ssDNA (S1) 

(10 µL, 5 nM). The reaction mixture was stirred for 3 h at 4 °C. 

Excess of EDC, NHS and unreacted DNA were removed by 

dialysis (MWCO-5KDa).  

    For the coupling of Pp IX with DNA, Pp IX in (25 µL, 5 nM) 5 

DMF was added to a premixed solution of EDC (10 µL, 25 µM) 

and NHS (20 µL, 50 µM) and the reaction mixture was adjusted 

to pH 8 by sodium bicarbonate buffer with gentle stirring for 1 

h. Amine terminated ssDNA (S2) (10 µL, 5 nM) was added to 

the reaction mixture and stirred overnight at 55 °C. Excess of 10 

EDC and NHS was removed by dialysis (MWCO-5 KDa). The 

desired product Pp IX-DNA i.e. Pp IX-S2, Pp IX linked to a 

single DNA strand (S2) was purified by polyacrylamide gel 

electrophoresis (PAGE). The purified Pp IX-DNA was 

subjected to molecular weight determination by Autoflex II 15 

MALDI-TOF-MS (Bruker Daltonics, Billerica, MA) using 

linear negative mode. Data processing was performed by Flex 

Analysis software. 

    The QD-DNA conjugate was added to the Pp IX-DNA 

conjugate in sodium phosphate buffer (10 µL, 10 nM) at pH 7.5. 20 

The solution was annealed by heating at 90 °C for 10 min and 

slowly cooled down to room temperature. The hybridization 

was done separately with QD-DNA conjugate with various 

ratios of Pp IX-DNA conjugate from 1:1 to 1:4 with increment 

of 1 nM of the latter. 25 

 2.6.   Gel Electrophoresis  

PAGE: Conjugation of Pp IX-DNA was confirmed by 30% 

denaturing PAGE, run in 1X tris taurine EDTA (TTE) buffer at 

200 V and imaged without any staining by a Canon D600 digital 

camera. Gel images were also acquired with a CCD camera 30 

using UVP gel documentation system for quantitative 

evaluation. The band corresponding to a single DNA strand 

attached to a Pp IX molecule was excised from the gel and 

extracted with gel elution buffer (0.5 M NH4OAc, 10 mM 

Mg(OAc)2, 1.0 mM EDTA and 0.1% SDS). 35 

Agarose Gel Electrophoresis: QD-DNA (QD-S1), QD-Pp IX 

conjugate and QD-DNA-Pp IX (QD-S1-S2-Pp IX) assembly 

was visualized by 1% agarose gel electrophoresis in 1X tris 

acetate EDTA (TAE) buffer. 

2.7.   Optical Absorption and Emission Spectroscopy  40 

For atomic absorption spectrometry (AAS), vacuum dried 

pellets of QD was treated with aqua regia and diluted with 

water. Concentration of zinc was determined by flame AAS and 

selenium was determined by graphite furnace AAS in a GBC 

906 Atomic Absorption Spectrometer (GBC Scientific 45 

Equipments, USA). 

    UV-Visible spectra were recorded on an UV-2550 

spectrophotometer (Shimadzu). Steady-state fluorescence 

spectra were collected on a Fluoromax-4 spectrofluorometer 

(Horiba, Japan). For excited state lifetime measurement 50 

FluoTime 200 from PicoQuant, Germany working on time 

correlated single photon counting (TCSPC) technique has been 

used. All measurements were done in water as a solvent. 

    For ROS measurement 5 nM dihydrorhodamine 123 solutions 

(20 µl) were added to a fixed volume of sample solutions and 55 

irradiated with a UV lamp (λmax = 302 nm). Generation of 

fluorescent rhodamine 123 due to oxidation by ROS is 

monitored at different time interval by UV-Visible and steady-

state fluorescence spectroscopy.  

    For the determination of quantum yield, solution of quinine 60 

sulphate (QY = 0.55) in 0.5 M H2SO4 was used as standard. 

Solution of QD and standard were prepared in such a way that 

their absorbance is nearly equal at the wavelength of excitation. 

Quantum yields were calculated using equation (1). 

 65 

	QY� = QY� × �A� A�⁄ � × �I� I�⁄ � × �n�� n��⁄ �                   (1)  

 

Here, subscripts x and s refer to the sample and the reference 

material respectively, QY-Quantum yield, A - Absorbance at the 

excitation wavelength, I - Integrated fluorescence intensity and 70 

n - refractive index of the solvent. 

 

 3.   Results and Discussion 

3.1.   Synthesis, Characterisation and Optical Properties of 

Water Soluble QDs 75 

Synthesis of QDs in aqueous phase by conventional method is a 

slow process as it takes long heating time with inefficient heat 

transfer to the reactants. Microwave assisted aqueous synthesis 

of ZnSe/ZnS QDs is a rapid method where homogeneous 

heating of precursors can occur. Aqueous synthesis of 80 

ZnSe/ZnS QDs with dual stabilizing agents GSH and MPA was 

achieved by microwave heating following the procedure 

reported by Qian et al. with some modifications.33 Molar ratio 

of Zn:Se was kept at 2:1 as Zn precursors have low reactivity 

towards NaHSe.34 The two stabilizing agents containing –SH, –85 

COOH and –NH2 functional groups possess a lone pair of 

electrons that can influence the nucleation, growth and 

stabilization of ZnSe/ZnS QDs and might impose a kinetic 

barrier for the growth because of columbic repulsion. The ZnS 

shell on the core of ZnSe is formed by the thermal 90 

decomposition of MPA ligand that releases S2- reacting with 

zinc source.35 Such an effect improves surface passivity that can 

result in the increased fluorescence intensity. Excess of MPA 

was used to avoid possible formation of new nucleation of ZnS 

or ZnO nanocrystals.  95 

    The optical characteristics of QDs were investigated by UV-

Visible and fluorescence spectroscopy. It can be seen that the 

QDs have broad absorption in the UV region and the first 

absorption peak is at 343 nm (Fig. 1A). The effective mass 

model equation (equation 2) was used to calculate the size of 100 

QDs. 

 

       � = �� + � �
�

���� × �
�
��

+ �
��
�                     (2) 

    Where E is the band gap energy of QDs, Eg is the band gap 

energy of bulk ZnSe, me and mh are the effective masses of the 105 

electron and hole in ZnSe. The average particle size R of ZnSe 

core QDs was estimated to be 4.58 nm. Concentration of Zn and 

Se were determined from the AAS measurements and volume of 

QD was calculated. From these, the molar concentration and the 

total concentration of QD per liter were estimated. The average 110 
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hydrodynamic radii of the core/shell QDs were found to be ~12 

nm as measured from DLS. 

    The fluorescence spectra of ZnSe core and ZnSe/ZnS 

core/shell QD is shown in Fig. 1B. The emission spectrum 

shows two components: a relatively narrow peak at 373 nm 5 

which is due to the band edge emission and the broad one at 450 

nm resulting from trap state emission.36 These two components 

have significance in FRET as the band edge emission (λmax = 

373 nm) overlaps with the soret band of Pp IX and the trap state 

emission (λmax = 450 nm) overlaps with the Q bands of Pp IX.37 10 

The Forster distance for this FRET probe i.e. QD donor and Pp 

IX acceptor was estimated to be 4.85 nm. Evidently, the QDs 

fulfill the criteria of a good donor for FRET to occur with Pp IX 

as an acceptor. Due to the higher fluorescence quantum yield, 

ZnSe/ZnS core/shell QD (QY = 0.32) was preferred over ZnSe 15 

core QD (QY = 0.19) for further investigation. 
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Fig. 1   A. UV-Visible absorption and B. Fluorescence Spectra of ZnSe 40 

core and ZnSe/ZnS core/shell QDs. 

3.2.   Synthesis, characterization of QD-Pp IX direct 

Conjugate and self assembly of QD-DNA and Pp IX-DNA 

conjugate  

Water-soluble EDC and NHS are employed often for the 45 

activation of –COOH groups used in cross-coupling reactions.38 

The –COOH group of Pp IX was activated using EDC and NHS 

and directly conjugated to the amine group of QDs. The 

conjugation of QDs with Pp IX was confirmed by 1% agarose 

gel electrophoresis (Fig. 2). Due to the emission of the QD and 50 

Pp IX, no staining was required to visualize the samples. From 

gel image it can be seen that QD-Pp IX direct conjugate shows 

less mobility as compared to the QDs alone. Also, due to the 

quenching by Pp IX, the QDs’ fluorescence is subdued in that 

sample in the gel. Yield of the reaction of QD with Pp IX was 55 

calculated from the absorption spectra of Pp IX before and after 

reaction in DMF-water reaction mixture solvent. From 

absorption studies of the Pp IX in free and conjugated state, the 

efficiency of the reaction of the QD with Pp IX was roughly 

estimated and found to decrease from ~88%  to ~72 %  for the 60 

reactant ratio of QD: Pp IX from 1:1 to 1:4 ratio respectively. 

Thus, 1:1 and 1:4 ratio of QD to PpIX yield product where QD: 

Pp IX were in ratio of 1:0.88 and 1:2.88 respectively. Similar 

approach was undertaken for yield calculation of QD-DNA-Pp 

IX complex. 65 

    Following the EDC-NHS mediated amide formation 

chemistry, two separate yet complementary 12 base long 

ssDNA (S1 and S2, table 1) are covalently conjugated to QDs 

and Pp IX. The activated ester formed from the –COOH groups 

of the ligands in the QDs and the Pp IX are coupled with the 5’-70 

amine terminated ssDNA S1 and S2 respectively, following 

standard procedure.   

 

Table 1:   Oligomer sequences used in the study. S1 and S2 are self 

complementary. 75 

S1     NH2- 5’-TCA GTC AAC AGC -3’ 

S2     NH2 - 5’-GCT  GTT GAC TGA -3’ 

 

 

 

 

 80 

 

 

 

 

 85 

 

 

 

Fig. 2   1% Agarose Gel Electrophoresis showing mobility of Pp IX, 

ZnSe/ZnS QD and QD-Pp IX = 1:4 Conjugate. 90 

    Due to the presence of multiple –COOH functional groups on 

the surface of the QDs, more than one ssDNA can be attached to 

the QD. This is indeed found to happen since the gel mobility of 

the QDs is appreciably slowed down  when conjugated with the 

DNA as compared to ssDNA (12 mer) and only QDs used as 95 

controls (Fig. 3A). DLS studies also revealed an increase in the 

average hydrodynamic radii from ~12 nm to ~21 nm after 

conjugation with DNA (supplementary information, Fig. S1). 

This is advantageous, since multiple attachments allow easy 

purification of the QD-DNA from the unreacted DNA by 100 

dialysis using suitable molecular weight cut off membrane. 

More importantly, a single QD with multiple DNA strands can 

self assemble multiple Pp IX-DNA conjugate, which can 

significantly increase FRET efficiency and hence ROS 

generation. This is one of the reasons, that QDs mediated FRET 105 

is worth exploring for photosensitization in PDT applications.   

    Pp IX has a two -COOH groups and thus has the possibility to 

conjugate itself with one or two ssDNA. For the conjugation of 

Pp IX to DNA, use of excess EDC and NHS leads to the 
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activation of both the –COOH group in Pp IX, leading to the 

formation of Pp IX conjugate with single or two DNA strands.  

We used denaturing PAGE to visualize as well as to purify and 

isolate the Pp IX-DNA that contains only one DNA strand from 

the crude reaction mixture (Fig. 3B and S2). Attachment of Pp 5 

IX to the DNA modifies the gel mobility of the DNA strands, 

but two distinct bands were obtained corresponding to the 

number of DNA strands that were attached to the Pp IX 

molecule. The mobility of the Pp IX conjugated to one ssDNA 

band is less than the corresponding free 12 mer ssDNA but 10 

higher than the 24 mer ssDNA used as a control that confirmed 

the formation of Pp IX-DNA conjugate. The MALDI-TOF 

spectrum of purified Pp IX-DNA (supplementary information, 

Fig. S3) shows the base peak at 4546.09 corresponding to the 

mass of Pp IX-DNA. The UV-Visible, steady–state fluorescence 15 

and time resolved spectra of QD and Pp IX before and after 

conjugation with ssDNA shows insignificant differences in 

optical absorption and emission of the QD and Pp IX 

(supplementary information, Fig. S4 and S5). 

Fig. 3    A. Agarose gel image showing formation of QD-DNA 20 

conjugate. B. PAGE analysis of Pp IX-DNA conjugate. 

 

    The QD-DNA conjugate was hybridized with Pp IX–DNA 

conjugate through annealing. Since, multiple attachments of 

DNA strands with the QD was evident, we used four different 25 

concentrations of Pp IX-DNA conjugate (1:1 to 1:4) for the 

DNA hybridization. As the concentration of the Pp IX-DNA 

conjugate increases, chances of multiple assembly of Pp IX on a 

single QD also increase. From the gel image (Fig. 4 and S6) it 

can be seen that there is a retardation in the mobility of the band 30 

corresponding to the assembly as compared to dsDNA (12bp) 

and QD used as controls. With the increase in the reactant ratio 

of QD-DNA to Pp IX-DNA from 1:1 to 1:4, the retardation in 

gel mobility is more apparent. Moreover, the absence of any 

DNA other than the QD-DNA-Pp IX bands indicates that the 35 

hybridization is complete in the solution for both the samples. 

 

 

 

 40 

 

 

 

 

Fig. 4   Agarose Gel electrophoresis of QD-DNA-Pp IX assembly. S1-45 

S2 was prestained with Sybr Green (Lane 1). 

3.3.   FRET Analysis 

For efficient FRET to occur, the emission spectra of the donor 

should have a good overlap with the absorption spectra of the 

acceptor. ZnSe/ZnS QDs have an emission peak at 373 nm 50 

(band edge emission) and 450 nm (trap state emission) which 

shows good overlap with the soret band and Q bands of Pp IX 

respectively (supplementary information, Fig. S7). Absorption 

spectra of QD-Pp IX direct conjugate and QD-DNA-Pp IX 

assembly are shown in Fig. 5A and 6A respectively. The 55 

stoichiometry of the FRET probe (QD-Pp IX) formed by the 

direct conjugation  and through DNA assembly was estimated 

from the absorption spectra and given in table 2. 

     FRET efficiency was calculated  using the equations (3) and 

(4) for steady-state fluorescence measurement and excited-state 60 

lifetime decay of donor QD respectively: 

                           � = 1 � �� ��⁄                     (3) 

                          � = 1 � !� !�⁄                     (4) 

                                          

   Where Fd and Fda is the emission intensity of the donor  QD in 65 

the absence and the presence of  the acceptor Pp IX 

respectively, τd and τda are the excited-state lifetime of the donor 

QD in the absence and presence of the acceptor Pp IX 

respectively. 

     FRET analysis was done with two systems, QD-Pp IX direct 70 

covalent conjugate and QD-DNA-Pp IX assembled by DNA 

hybridization  (with an increasing ratio of the Pp IX component 

). We studied the effect of the increasing ratio of the acceptor 

(Pp IX) at a constant concentration of the donor in each of the 

system. This ensures multiple attachment of the acceptor to a 75 

single QD. With an increasing ratio of the acceptor Pp IX a 

periodic decrease in the fluorescence intensity of the QDs was 

observed (Fig. 5B). FRET efficiency was found to increase from 

ca. 31% to 65% with the increase in the ratio of the QD:Pp IX 

from 1:0.88 to 1:2.88. However, no FRET was observed when 80 

solutions of QDs and Pp IX in the free state were mixed in the 

same ratio. 

 

 

 85 
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 105 

Fig. 5   A. UV-Visible absorption and B. Fluorescence Spectra of QD-

Pp IX direct conjugate. 
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     In QD-DNA-Pp IX assembly there is an increase in the 

distance between QD and the photosensitizer Pp IX linked via 

12 base pair DNA. Here also a periodic decrease in the 

fluorescence intensity of the QDs with the increasing 5 

concentration of Pp IX-DNA was observed by steady state 

measurement (Fig. 6B). FRET efficiency was  found to increase 

from ca. 25% to 55% with an increase in the number of the Pp 

IX-DNA conjugate that is assembled to QD-DNA by 

hybridization. FRET depends on the distance between donor 10 

and acceptor molecules and their orientation. It is obvious that 
when QD and the Pp IX are assembled through DNA, the FRET 

efficiency decreases as evident from the data obtained in the 

current study (Table 2). 

    The FRET efficiency was also calculated from time resolved 15 

spectroscopy. The sample was excited using a 340 nm, 400 ps 

pulsed light emitting diode and the fluorescence decay profile of 

QDs was measured at emission wavelength of 373 nm. The 

fluorescence lifetime analysis software FluoFit professional of 

picoquant is used to analyse the results. Excited state lifetime of  20 

QDs was found to decrease on increasing the concentration of 

the Pp IX as shown in Fig. 7 which indicate a transfer of energy 

from donor to acceptor.39 We observed decrease in the average 

lifetime of QDs from 55 ns to 22 ns on direct covalent 

conjugation with Pp IX (QD:Pp IX =1:2.88) and 24 ns for QD-25 

DNA-Pp IX (QD-DNA:Pp IX-DNA=1:2.96) assembly. The 

FRET efficiency calculated from the time- resolved data have 

nearly the same values as calculated from the fluorescence 

intensity decay measurement (Table 2). 

 30 

Table 2: Comparison of FRET efficiency calculated from steady sate 

and lifetime measurement of QDs. 
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Fig. 6    A. UV- Visible absorption and B. Fluorescence Spectra of QD-55 

DNA-Pp IX assembly. 
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Fig. 7    Time-resolved fluorescence decay of A. QD-Pp IX Conjugate 

and B.  QD-DNA-Pp IX assembly recorded for solutions with varying 75 

ratio of donor and acceptor. Irf: Instrument Respose Function. 

FRET Efficiency from Steady State  Fluorescence  and  

Excited State Lifetime measurement of QD 

Ratio of       

product 

(QD: Pp IX) 

FRET Efficiency 

from Steady State   

FRET Efficiency  

from Excited State 

Lifetime 

1:0.88 31 % 25 % 

1:1.64 47 % 31 % 

1:2.34 58 % 43 % 

1:2.88 65 % 60 % 

 

Ratio of 

product 

(QD-DNA: 

Pp IX-DNA) 

FRET Efficiency 

from Steady State   

FRET Efficiency  

from Excited State 

Lifetime 

1:0.85 25 % 20 % 

1:1.64 32 % 30 % 

1:2.40 43 % 44 % 

1:2.96 55% 57 % 
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Fig. 8      Rhodamine 123 Fluorescence Emission at λex = 485 nm due to ROS generation in A. QD-Pp IX direct conjugate B. QD-DNA-Pp IX 

assembly C. QD and Pp IX in free state D. QD-DNA and Pp IX-DNA in free state  E. QD only and F. Pp IX only. 

 

3.4.   Kinetics of ROS Formation 40 

Irradiation of QDs with UV light in dark leads to the excitation 

of the QDs. The QD transfers its energy to the acceptor Pp IX 

generating excited molecules of Pp IX. The excited Pp IX gets 

de-excited by energy transfer to neighboring oxygen molecules 

to form ROS. The decay of Pp IX features in the absorption 45 

spectra (Fig. S8 and S9) occurs due to the photooxidation of Pp 

IX and is indicative of the formation of ROS.40, 41 The resultant 

ROS can be monitored by its emission at 1270 nm. However, 

the short lifetime of ROS in the nanosecond range makes it 

difficult to estimate it quantitatively. For this purpose, 50 

dihydrorhodamine 123 (DHR 123), a universal ROS tracking 

agent is generally used for ROS measurement.15 The 

nonfluorescent DHR 123 gets converted into fluorescent 

rhodamine 123 on oxidation by the ROS and emit at ~ 530 nm. 

    The ROS generation was studied for the free QDs, free Pp IX,  55 

QD-S1, QD-S1-S2 (QD conjugated to S1 and S1 annealed to 

S2), Pp IX-S2, PpIX-S2-S1, mixture of QDs and Pp IX  in the 

free state without any conjugation, mixture of QD-S1 and Pp 

IX-S2 in free state without hybridization, QD-Pp IX direct 

conjugate and QD-S1-S2-Pp IX assembly (Fig. 8, S8-S12). For 60 

ROS generation study of the FRET probes, samples in different 

ratios  have been used. All the samples were analysed before 
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and after irradiation of samples on addition of DHR 123. The 

presence of absorbance peak at 500 nm and emission peak at ~ 

530 nm at excitation wavelength of 485 nm confirms the 

formation of  rhodamine 123 from DHR 123 due to ROS 

generation (supplementary information Fig. S8-S12). The 5 

fluorescence from rhodamine 123 (λmax ~ 530 nm)  for different 

time intervals was measured spectrophotometrically. It can be 

seen from the absorbance (500 nm) and fluorescence peak (~530 

nm) of rhodamine 123 (Fig. 8 and S8-S12) that the samples 

containing FRET probes show higher ROS generation as 10 

compared to the free QD, QD-S1, QD-S1-S2, free Pp IX, Pp IX-

S2, Pp IX-S2-S1, mixture of QDs and Pp IX  in the free state 

without any conjugation, mixture of QD-S1 and Pp IX-S2 in 

free state without hybridization. The photosensitizer Pp IX in 

the free state does not get sufficient energy for excitation and 15 

hence leads to less ROS generation. The same is true for PpIX-

S2 conjugate in single or duplexed with S1 strand. As expected, 

ROS generation from QD-Pp IX direct conjugate is the highest 

among all the samples followed by the QD-DNA-Pp IX 

assembly. This is due to more efficient FRET in the former that 20 

leads to the formation of increased amounts of ROS as 

compared to the QD-DNA-Pp IX assembly, where the acceptor 

and the donor are separated in space by a 12-mer duplex DNA. 

Nevertheless, the QD-Pp IX direct conjugate lacks the 

biorecognition and possible targeting entity which is present as 25 

DNA in the current study. This DNA strand is open to 

modification and can be wisely chosen to target various cell 

surface markers, that will increase the efficiency of the 

treatment modality as in PDT.   

4.   Conclusion 30 

Water soluble, non-toxic QDs can serve the dual purpose of 

imaging and a FRET donor for the generation of ROS for 

potential application in PDT. Conjugated with DNA, they can 

be self assembled with photosensitizers and directed to specific 

tissues for imaging and targeted destruction of diseased cells. 35 

Herein, ZnSe/ZnS QDs was synthesized and conjugated to 

ssDNA using EDC-NHS mediated amide formation chemistry. 

Same chemistry was used to conjugate the photosensitizer Pp IX 

with ssDNA that is complementary to the DNA attached to the 

QD. The self-assembly of the QD-DNA conjugate and the Pp 40 

IX-DNA conjugate was achieved by hybridization of the DNA 

strands. FRET efficiency was compared with various models 

that include direct covalent conjugate of QDs- Pp IX, and QD-

DNA-Pp IX assembly, where the QD was the donor and the Pp 

IX was the acceptor. As a proof of principle, ROS generation 45 

was also compared with the two models along with the 

individual entities in solution. A significant and systematic 

increase in the ROS formation was observed for the QD-Pp IX 

direct conjugate as well as the QD-DNA-Pp IX assembly as 

compared to the individual species in solution. We postulate that  50 

with the careful manipulation of the DNA sequence, the donor 

and the acceptor, the assembly of QD-DNA-photosensitizer can  

have general applicability, in particular in PDT with the dual 

purpose of imaging and targeted, controlled release of ROS for 

the treatment of relevant cancers.  55 
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